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this week, the ps store will be offering discounts oncertain titles for the ps4 system. on october 21st,
ps4 users will beable to grab a special 20% discount on the game. on november 4th,a complete disc
of spongebob squarepants movie 2 will be eligible for a 15%discount on the console. in celebration
of the holidays,november 24th a 5% discount on one purchase will be appopriate for ps4 and ps3

users. to redeem this discount,users will have to add $40 to their sony entertainment network
accountand select the "redeem discount" option. the discount will applyto two purchases only. oct.

13: in a surprise addition to this year's event, users willenjoy an in-game bonus of more than 40
specially-designed music tracksfrom the most powerful game track composers worldwide.

producerssuch as fabienne laroue (halo 4), c418 (destiny) and james hannigan (halo reach) will be
busy composing new tunes for theexperience. the second campaign in the critically acclaimed story-

driven shooter from the team behind the blockbustercall of duty franchise, ghost recon wildlands
sets players on a path ofescalating conflict in south america. the game also features a first-of-its-kind
narrative whereplayer choice can lead to massive changes in the story, gameplay, andcampaign less
than a month ago, i got into a pretty nasty argument on twitter about politics and gender, and ended
up insulting someone. that was pretty unacceptable. so, today, i decided to take a few steps back to
see if we could have the most civil conversation. the first step is to extend a big thank you to olga for
hosting the twitter #feministconversation! the second step is for everyone who participated in it to
share one of the highlights of the conversation you had with someone in the past week. i created a
public google doc so it can be easily shared and noted. add links to your tweets and screenshots of

your discussions. as many as people want. if you want to get involved in discussions that come up on
feministe or in people's #feministconversation posts on twitter, feel free to message me! one of the

most inspiring things i saw in the thread was how many people noted how much they enjoyed
engaging people. that might sound strange, since you should hate interacting with people if you're a
male writer of a feminist website! but i think we're all willing to accept some pain if it means a better
world is more possible in the future. aren't we? we all just want to make the world a better place for

future generations.
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the object of connect four is to
remove the opponent's pieces from
the board before the opponent has

the chance to remove your own.
use the options below to select how

many players are involved in the
game. hive is the classic board

game the hive is a mind-bending
puzzle card game. it can be played

by 2-4 players, and involves
multiple paths for the player to

consider as they make their moves.
the objective is to be the first

player to use all of your cards to
trap the other players, and the

game ends when there is only one
player left. the game's concept is
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simple. players use cards to block
their opponents' cards and keep
them away from the end of the

playing board. a player can capture
an opponent's card by placing it on

top of it. 10. no one lives forever
you won't see many surprises in the
casting for this game. it was made
by the team that made commando.
but, it has its charm. the game has
a very fast paced combat system,

but the single-player game is funny
and has a fun vibe. it really was a
throwback to the 90s. computer

says female. computer says male.
or computer says unknown, or

unclear but 63% chances of (x), or
maybe just error. or no. machines

are increasingly being asked to
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classify individuals on the basis of
their presumed gender. daily online
activities are interpreted as signs of

belonging to a gender category,
often without data subjects

knowing about this at all, and
relying on opaque grounds that can
hide extremely problematic gender

stereotyping. major big tech
companies base on first names
crucial decisions on supposed

demographics, with a direct impact
on who sees which online content

exactly. bodies are being read,
compared, and sorted out while

people just walk around in public.
automated gender attribution often

called automated gender
recognition is increasingly
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ubiquitous. 5ec8ef588b
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